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1. ()pl' nin~ 

1. 1 Ro ll CJII: r\II pcoplc in thc room werc inyitcd to mcntion their namcs and affilialion . 

1.2 Voting rights: Vic explained how you get voting rights. VOling tokens were distributed in the attendance 
book to be picked up by voting mcmbers during attendance list circulation. 

1.3 Attendance list, Registration: The attendance list was distributed - 75% attendance according to the 
attendance list is required to qualify for participation at a meeting, so make sure to sign the book. The 
chairman drew attention to the obligation to register for the meetings (and especially to pay the meeting 
fee). 

1.4 Logistics: Document distribution is done using pigeon holes - you will find your copies and messages in the 
refercnced location in the expanding file folders. Special plugs are required to connect your computer to 
the phone for E-mail use - Vic brought some for people to borrow. Breaks at 10 and 3, endless coffee is 
available from 10 onward. 

1.5 Other announcements: none 

2. Approval of the minutes of the previous meeting 

2.1 Irvine meeting, Document IEEE P802.1192/45: cannot be approved because we don't have a quorum. 

2.2 Matters arising from the minutes: note document 45a which is the rescheduling of standard release dates 
which was done in the Irvine meeting but did not make it into the minutes. Jim noted page 6 needs 
correction for Hideaki's name; page 14 TRY should be just TR; pages 15 and 17 have a strange 
alphanumeric spelling of "functional". 

3. Reports 

3.1 Reports from the Executive Committee. We had a document (92/42 ET NPRM Draft Comments) for 
approval by the ex comm. Vic submitted and it was approved. It was agreed that the text would be 
expanded with assistance from attorneys and the final approval would be made by the chairmen of 802 
and of 802.11. As the FCC delayed the deadline for filing of comments to June 5, work on the expansion 
of text was rescheduled. We will file at the new closing date. 

4. Registration of contributions 

Appendix 2 lists the documents relevant for this meeting. Up to docs. 92/54 were available or announced to 
be before this meeting. 

5. Adoption of Agenda 

No PHY meeting will be held on Thursday morning due to room availability. Agenda adopted with this 
modification. 

6.0 LiaisoJ1 Bpdies 

0.1 Rerort:'; 

-A;\SITlPI 

:--':0 report ,wailablc. 
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- E l:-il 

It is agreed to wait until Simon Black is here 

- Japan 

No report available. John says RCR first draft expected in June for a connectionless service at 2.4 GHz, 10 
Mbit/s spread spectrum (draft document in Japanese only) . 

• CCIR TG 8/1 

Bill Stevens says they (the US delegation to 8/1) lobbied for having high speed data added to the service 
definition in the FPLMTS service document. There is a controversy because of possible conflict with 
CCln duplicate work. 

Discussion: 
Y.i.!;,: Is it a problem in keeping high speed data in the program? 
Bill: Participation may be a problem because APPLE is the only interested party so far. Invites anyone 
who would like to participate to see him - the more the better to fue more interest in 8/1. 

6.2 Establish ad·hoc groups: Bill will chair a group in a small group to come up with something to send to 
CCIR 8/1 expressing our interest. First meeting at 8 PM Monday. 

7. Regulatory bodies 

7.1 Reports 

• USA 

No official report available. 

Discussion: 
Yik: UTC filed a petition to the FCC against the NPRM of ET. 
Bob Buaas: There is a letter writing campaign launched at congress, specifically the Hollings committee, 
to bring pressure on the FCC. 
Yik: UTC particularly said the high speed spectrum should not be assigned. 
John Corey: Do we need a lobby of our own? 
I!.Qh: Write your congressman. 
1Qhn: Is there is coordinating function for this letter writing campaign? 
Y.i.!;,: Individual companies could do this. It would be hard for us to take r.::tion because we have to go 
through the excom. ~ are there guidelines for letter writing? 
Chandos Rypinski: Letters are more effective if specific (1) how much are the utilities going to be hurt, 
expertise is needed for this. (2) the utilities are beneficiaries because they will be using it too; (3) 
economic benefits to the country are great. Then address the method for compensating people kicked out 
of the spectrum. This may not happen for years. Another thing is that the usefulness of wireless LANs 
must be addressed. Stay away from subjects in which you are not an expert. 
Bob: When writing, express your own ides, don't endorse "canned" concepts, this detracts from 
broadness of the a[lpcal. Try to get your company president to sign the letter - IBM and AT&T have 
declined to do so. 
Nathan Silberm~1n: Europe is ahead of USA and pointing this out this might get the senators' attention. 
John: In J~lpan standard and spectrum have been coupled and they will have a ruling before the end of 
1992. A connection oriented service is in progress. CT2 product specification is ISDN compatible upward 
of 64 kbiL/s is in their second draft (digit cordless 2nd generation). The connection less is 2.4 GHz, 
available in June (referred to earlier) . 
Bruce Tuch: em we get lhose documents? (John h:1S them in Japanese and can provide if someone can 
transl,lle). Can be oh[;.linec1 rrom RCR 

- Japan 
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- Australia 

1"0 report available. 

- Europe 

Doc: IEEE P802.11-92/60 

Agreed to be deferred until Simon is here. Vic doesn't think the CEPT did anything yet - next meeting 2 or 
3 of June. 

7.2 Establish ad-hoc groups - John Corey relates that the Hong Kong Post has assigned a full time person to the 
spread spectrum wireless LAN licensing issues and is providing a member to a Beijing committee which 
addres.>es the issue for all of China. They are looking for input on how to write licensing for Hong Kong 
and the area. Singapore Telecom also has a person assigned. John thinks we should write to them to give 
guidance, he doesn't think they have a liaison yet. 
Vic thinks we maybe need a !cLter to them. John and Vic will take care of that Tues. night - China and 
Hong Kong and Singapore. 

8. WLAN Requirements 

8.1 Introduction of comments 

IEEE P802.11-92/50 - Functional Requirements, Version 0.2, Dave Bagby Editor 

Discussion: 
Ken Biba: What is the status of this document? 
,Yk: There is the market document which will be filed. Then there is the stringent requirements document 
which will be discussed here. 
Fran~ois Sjmon: Will the market document take into concern the comments? Will these be incorporated? 
,Yk: We decided to include comments too. Ken will you do that update? 
~: Yes if it's not urgent. (sec: there is general agreement that it's not) It isn't, so ok . 
.Y.ik: Letter ballot input, from the previous letter ballot. has been put together by Fran~ois. this is 
document 92/48 
Fran~ojs: Will provide an electronic copy to Ken. 
,Yk: Who can be editor of the functional requirements document. 
~: Which document - 92/53? or the market requirements document? or 92/50? or 92/40? 
.Y.ik: Two documents. (1) market requirement appendices of Ken's original - It will be updated and 
filed.(2) the real functional requirements for WLAN that stated in Irvine. We think Dave Bagby is the 
editor of this document. 
~ Will do this because it should be a short document that requires meeting work and flying time 
update only. Document summary for functional requirements: 92/40 is Irvine original; 92/50 is an 
updated one given out as people check.~d in to this meeting. This document is the result of the small 
group assigned at Irvine; 92/53 is comments on 92/40 by Wim Diepstraten. How to proceed? Perhaps 
people could read it at coffee break rather than having it read to them. What is the purpose of this spoken 
introduction? 
Vic: To brieny explain what you did and Why. 
Da\'e : Best introduction ),ou can get is to read the first page of doc 92/50. 

IEEE P802.11-92/53 - Comments on the Draft requirements document IEEE 802.1192/40, by Wim 
Diepstraten 

\Vim inlroduces the document as things that were discussed a! the Irvine meeting - at that time he promised 
to put his th oughts on parer. 92/53 is comprised mostly of E-mail sent to Dave. It gi\'cs background on 
what he thinks are still controversial issues on implementation rathcr than runctional requirements . It is 
~lppli c c\hle to 92/50 as we ll as 92/·Hl. 
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lli: L(}(}kLll~ (Of ..:h.llfl11.111 (,)f the (uIlLllon.d re'-luin.~l11enLS group. Dave will Jo il, but should he since he is 
the editor. Carolyn Heide can take the minutes [or that group - Dave feels he can chair as long as he doesn't 
have to record, so he wi ll be chairman. 

S.2 Establish. ad-hoc grou ps: none needed at this lime 

9. PHY Subgroup 

9.1 Introduction of submissions 

IEEE P802.11-92/54 - Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum PHY, by Nathan Silberman 

Nat introduces the document as frequency hopping requirements and specification, and at the end is an 
example of link calculations for a frequency hopping system. 

9.2 Goals for subgroup 

Is there enough interest in the PHY only meeting - 5 people, this is enough to proceed, chaired by Bruce 
Tuch because Larry could not make it (with apologies). 

Objectives: define simple channel model and interference model; trade offs between frequency hop and 
direct sequence. Contribution listed above, author is not here at this moment, so that may not be done. 
Conformance testing specification discussion too. 

It is a small group, but will continue as long as productive. 

10. MAC Subgroup 

10.1 Introduction of submissions 

IEEE PS02.11-92/Sl - A Wireless MAC Protocol comparison, by Wim Diepstraten 

Wirn describes his document as addressing the characteristics to be compared when evaluating 
performance of Mac protocols and containing global analysis showing the advantages of distributed access 
protocols. Methodology of comparing protocol is explained while comparing 3 protocol: WaveLAN 
CSMA, a CSMA plus ACK version of that protocol, and the 4-WA Y LBT protocol. At the end of the 
document are a lot of graphs comparing aspects that must be looked into when comparing protocol. 

IEEE PS02.11-92/S2 - On Simulating MAC Protocols, by Rajeev Krisbnamoortby 

Rajeev introduces his document as similar to Wim's (92/51). It looks for a common framework for 
comparing MACs and addresses definition of assumptions needed. Contains the results of some simulations 
- listen-before-talk (LB T) in particular. 

IEEE PS02.11-92/55 - Assumptions that limit validity in modeling listen-before-send access methods, 
by Chandos Rypinski 

Chan introduces this docJment as a description of his disagreements with some of the simulation 
assumptions about high frcqucncy utilization. 

IEEE P802.1l-92/49 - Adaptive Distribute and Centralized Coordination, A Review of Some 
Properties of the Hybrid Protocol, by Ken Biba 

Ken says his documcnt allcmpts to cxplicate his protocol as to how WLANs can opcrate collocated. It 
answers that pressing question: If a ccntralized infrastructure exists .:ould an ad hoc network spring up -
yes, and he wil l ex plain wh y. 
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10.2 <;oals 1'01' group 

The chairman, Dave Bagby, doesn't know what the goals arc exactly, but the key issues are tied to the 
functional requirements. Timc LO talk about the MAC/PHY interface is required. Also distributed systems -
what are Lhey and what is the interface and just what work needs to be done there~ Submission will be 
reviewed. Was going to ask the group what they feel their goals should be when they get together. 

11. Adjourn for subgroup and ad-hoc meetings: at 10: 15. Will meet again Tuesday afternoon after the break. 

Monday PM, 11 May, 1992 
Functional requirements 

refer to doc: 92/63 

Tuesday AM, 12 May, 1992 
MAC and PHY subgroups 
refer to doc: 92/62 and 92/61 

Tuesday PM, 12 May, 1992 
Functional requirements 

refer to doc: 92/63 

Tuesday, May 12,1992, Afternoon meeting 

Reconvened full Working Group on Tuesday afternoon at 5:30 PM, Jim Schuessler secretary. 

o. Opening 

0.1 Announcements 

The chairman reminds members Lo please pay your meeting [ee of 100 Glds. 

0.2 Temporary document list update 

The Attendance List has now been circulated . Please check it [or accuracy. 

Ken Biba's document (IEEE 802.11-92/49) has been distribuled. 

0.3 Agenda adjustment" 

Previously we agreed lo wait for Simon Black' s reporls, so here it is now. 

(U Liaison flodies Report - ETSI 

Simon Black reports lhat on ly subgroup meet ings have occurred s ince our las t meeting. The nexl plenary is 
the last three da ys o j' June. 

Tentati"e ~linu tcs of meeting page 6 Leidcn, NL, 11-14 May 1992 
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7.1 Regulal()r~ Bodil's 

Simon Black also reporlS on CEPT. CEPT Working Group FM (Frequency. Management) has given the 
CEPT Radio LA:'-J project team HIPERLAN go-ahead to look at 5.15 - S.2SGHz. Currently assigned to 
Aeronautical authorities, but it is unused. There is high hope that this will be fully allocated to 
HIPERLAN. 

There is CEPT T IR 10-01 recommendation for spread spectrum radio LAN s. It includes set of power 
levels, 3ggregate bit rate and other general requirements. 

ETS I RES 2 is defining a standard which will define type approval within this band of 2.4 - 2.5GHz. 

Dave Leeson asks if there is a RES 2 draft document and how to get it. The documents are only available 
to ETSI members. 

Simon will give a full report on RES 10 after their next meeting. 

12. Reports from sub and ad-hoc groups 

12.1 Requirements 

Has made progress on definitions primarily and passed a motion to not put the document out for leller 
ballot. 

12.2 MAC, report by Dave Bagby 

First hour was spent on procedural issue to facilitate progress. Briefly, it attempts to put hysteresis on re
opening a previously closed issue. A history will be maintained of open and closed issues. 

Covered papers from Wim Diepstraten (92/52) and Rajeev Krishnamoorthy (92/51). Ken Biba has a new 
document which was not presented due to his lack of presence. 

A small group will meet tonight to attempt to document those things or issues that have arisen previously. 

Comment on Wim Diepstraten's document: Preamble length turned out to be very important variable 
controlling throughput. People had very different ideas of what acceptable preamble lengths were. 

Discussion: 
Bruce Tuch: Is this a ratio between preamble and packet length? 
Chandos Rypjnskj: No, it depends on the absolute number. 
Wim Diepstraten; Results show preamble influences different protocols differently. 

12.3 PHY 

Nathan Silberman presented a paper on frequency hopping spread spectrum. They also wanted to make 
progress on the channel model. Motorola representative presented channel models relative to ALTAIR. 
They are defining the interface specification between the PHY and MAC in the form of a service 
specification to the MAC. Group believes the PAR does not go far enough in this area so they will extend 
it. They need consensus within the whole group on the environment in which the PHY should work. This 
has marketing implications. 

Discussion: 
Dave Bogb)': Asks if2.45 GHz IS~\'r band is focus? 
Bruce Tuch: Yes. One aspect is where you usc it (e.g. mall) 
Dave: Also likes direction toward MAC/PHY intcrface. Asks if "intelligence" is below this line (in 
PHY)? 
Bruce: Discussed il bUl il is nOl addrcsscd YCl. 
D~l\"<.': ThinKS lhis mighl be an ilem for bOlh grours logether. 

Tenlali\'e r-.linules of mecling pagc 7 Leiden, NL, 11-14 May, 1992 
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D;l\ 'c' L ':csoll Thinks PHY Gro up -: J Il provide gU1JJnCe on \\'hJl pe rfo rma nce (paCkel success rale) lhe 
MAC can expect. This should be conveyed to the MAC group . The error late listed in the PAR is not 
being mel at the PHY imcrface. One impression is that any problem thar can be handled in software 
sho uld be [or cost reasons. (laughter) 
Bruce: Group thinks adaptive data rates are attractive, but sees problem if they go below IMbit/s due to 
802 requirement. 
Chandos Rypinski: Is there work going on to increase data rate above IMbit/s? 
~: Yes, definitely. Comments that Nathan's document is closest to concrete proposal yet. 
Dave Leeson: Comments that most interfaces only deal with physical laws, we, in 802.11, have 
regulatory laws as well. Example is too fast a hop rate in one case. It's not just the physics folks. 
Regulatory environment may be more restrictive. 
~: Did you consider passing a draft proposal by regulatory. bodies to get preliminary response? 
~: No, but this is a good idea. (Dave Leeson agrees.) 

13. Any other ad-hoc meetings: Vic Will prepare letter with John Corey to Singapore, Hongkong and China 
equivalents to our FCC. 

14. Adjourn for subgroup and ad-hoc groups: Adjourned at 6: lOpm 

TCIIl;lti\'e Minutes of meeting 

Wednesday AM, 13 May, 1992 
Functional requirements 

refer to doc: 92/63 

Wednesday PM, 13 May, 1992 
MAC and PHY subgroup meetings 

refer to doc: 92/62 and 92/61 

Thursday AM, 14 May, 1992 
MAC and PHY subgroup meetings 

refer to doc: 92/62 and 92/61 
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Thursday PM, l~ May, 1992 

Reconvened a t II :28 Vic Hayes in the chair, Carolyn Heide secretary. 

O. Opening 

0.1 Announcements 

Carolyn: Orest S troroshch uk, of General Motors, volunteers to help with any IR channel characterization 
·, .. ork that anyone would like to do. Please COl1taCt him to discuss further (palone: 4166446994; FAX 416 
644 1911). 

KC Chen: Next month there will be in Chicago, on June 14-18, an international conference on 
communication at which there will be a number of wireless papers presented. 

Simon Black: Solicits comment on how people see the liaison role working in the future. I try to give 
useful information, but as the information becomes greater and greater as more work gets done, what sorts 
of information should be relayed and how? 

Bruce Tuch: Status relaying is very useful. What exactly is the question? 
.s..im.Qn: How much detail? 
lQhn: Would find it useful to also know the reaction of other groups to what we are doing? How much 
information do you take to them and how do they react? 
Nathan Silberman: The information is very useful. Will we be able to have input into these bodies? 
.s..im.Qn: The ETSI bodies are very closed, while we are very open. The only document that RES 10 has 
looked at from this group is the market requirement document. I am keen to make the liaison as close as 
possible. 
Chandos Rypinski: I very much appreciate your reports - it is the only way I have of finding out this 
information. 
Dave Bagby: Since ETSI is very closed, could we try to get some extra privileged status with them - as 
opposed to actually being members. 
Secretary's note - I appear to have lost some data at this point, I remember my screen behaving strangely 
at the time. But my general recollection of the rest of the discussion was that Simon was going to go 
away and write some letters to himself - Simon of one committee to Simon of another. The other thing I 
recall was repeated appreciation for the good job Simon does for us as liaison. 

0.2 Temporary document list update - none 

0.3 Agenda adjustments - none 

TcnlJli\'c ~linulcs of meeling page 9 Leiden, NL, 11-14 tvlay, 1992 
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15. Tentative meeting schedule 

Date 

06-10 
14-17 
09-13 
TBD 
08-12 
TBD 
12-16 

TBD 
08-12 
TBD 
07-11 
TBD 
11-15 
TBD 
07-11 

Month Year Place Type Location Host 

July 1992 Minneapolis, MN Plenary Radisson Plaza South 
September 1992 Dayton,OH Inter TBD USAF 
November 1992 La Jolla, CA Plenary Hyatt Regency Hotel 
January 1993 Los Angelos area Inter TBD Xircom 
March 1993 Baltimore, MD Plenary Omni, inner harbour 
May 1993 Baltimore area Inter TBD Ship Star 
July 1993 Denver, CO Plenary Sheraton Denver 

Technology Center 
September 1993 TBD Inter TBD Open 
November 1993 W Palm Beach, FL Plenary Ramada Resort 
January 1994 TBD Inter TBD 
March 1994 Vancouver, BC Plenary Hotel Vancouver 
May 1994 TBD Inler TBD 
July 1994 Orlando, FL Plenary Walt Disney Swan 
September 1994 TBD Inter TBD 
November 1994 Irvine CA Plenary Irvine Marriott 

We received invitations to host a meeting from GM to Oshawa (Ontario, Canada), LXE to Atlanta (GA), 
DEC to Boston area, and IClL to Hong Kong. 

IS.1 Objectives ror the Minneapolis, MN, meeting 

Functional requirements group - Ratify the base document in the 802.11 plenary. and consider any new 
issues brought to the meeting. 

MAC Subgroup - define MAC/PHY interface by precessing issues and papers submitted; gain better 
undersranding of time bounded services. Papers submitted on these two issues will be given priority - any 
other submission will only be handled only if there is extra time. Group requests joint time with the PHY 
group. Requests that the 802.11 plenary spend time on determining how options will be handled in the 
standard. 

~: Anyone interested in automatically getting interim MAC documents should get their E-mail 
addresses to Dave Bagby. Preferred documentation lool is MS-word when filed to Dave; for things passed 
electronically Postscript is preferred. 

PHY Subgroup - work on the MAC/PHY interface definition; develop and expand the PHY issues list; and 
presentations of the 5 submissions expected. 

Tcnlalive t-.linulCS of mecting page 10 Leidcn , NL, 11-14 May 1992 
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j~lllJll \ ~ agenda . 

l\londay Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

1\1orn ing ExCom 802.11 Working joint MAC/pHY MACIPHY Plenary 802 
Group 

(subgroup 
organization) 

Afternoon Plenary 802 Functional MAC I PHY MACIPHY 
Requirements 

Group 

802.11 Full 802.11 Full 
Working Group Working Group 

Evening optional task optional task social I optional ExCom 
group group task group 

15.2 Last Mailing Date 

Monday May 18, or latest Tuesday for papers from this meeting. 

June 8 for submissions for the July meeting. It is acceptable to get them to Dayton by June 15th, but ONLY 
if Vic is notified before June 8th so he can make special arrangements with his Dayton office. 

13.3 Any other intermediate meetings required - none 

15.4 Confirmation of September meeting - yes 

16. Reports from subgroups and ad-hoc groups 

16.1 MAC Group Report 

Report by chairman Dave Bagby: heard Ken Biba (92/49) and Chandos Rypinski (92/55) contributions. 
Heard report from issues group that met Tuesday evening, added some new issues to that list. Discussed 
actions for next meeting. The MAC group decided not to meet Monday morning at the next plenary. 

16.2 PHY Group Report 

Bruce Tuch, PHY temporary chairman is not here, general input says: they did MAC/PHY issues which 
caused them to give a list of issues to the MAC group; They adopted the issue list operation procedure as 
used in the MAC group. They also talked about channel models and discussed what they want to do next 
meeting . The PHY group decided not to meet Monday morning at the next plenary. 
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17. Hl'\ il'\\ of Document List 

17.1 Approval of output documents - none 

17.2 Destination of input documents - all input papers will be distributed to the membership. 

18. Other business 

18.1 Functional Requirements Issues 

Free association functional issues listing brought added the following issues: 

(I) How to get the requirements for the Distribution System (John Corey) 
(2) Do we support ad hoc networks (Wim Diepstraten) 
(3) What is an ad-hoc network (?) 
(4) What is the requirement for a single channel PHY (Wim) 
(5) What environmen ts are supported (Wim) 
(6) How to characterize an environment (Wim) 
(7) What are the rcquiremenL~ for mobility (John) 
(8) What are the definitions [or roaming and hand-off (Wim) 
(9) What are the requirements for a mixed ad-hoc and infrastructure based networks (Wim) 
(10) What the inter-networking requirements (802 and non-802 systems) (Wim) 
(11) Is there a need for an administration services element within 802.11 (frequency selection, BSA 
allocation, cell distances for example) which are not done in the CF or DSS (John) 
(12) What is the channel definition (Wim) 
(13) What are the requirements for conformance and what are the compatibility requirements between 
differing levels if there are (Wim) 

Fran~ois Simon will accept responsibility for editor of the functional requirements issue list. 

Fran~ois: How do you know what is for the functional requirements and what is for the MAC. In these 
above issues. we have most of them in the MAC issues list already. 
Yk: Easy - if it is a what issue it is a functional requirement, if it is a how it is a MAC. 
~: Must these issues be resolved before letter ballot of the functional requirements (whenever that 
may happen, at some indefinite time in the future). 
Dave B:,~by: Yes. I would never release documents without their issues list solved. 
John Corey: The functional requirements must be cut off before we go on to architecture. A lot of these 
issues are going to make people rethink where this standard is going. The functional requirements must 
be voted on before that stage. 
Jim Schuessler: I agree with you except 'leller ballot' - something funny happens to people when a letter 
ballot is in front of them. We need to vote it internally only. 
~: In 802 rules what requires a leller ballot and why? 
Yk: I think - a leller ballot goes only to 802.11. You can only vote no on a lelter hallot only for technical 
reasons. 
Richard Pmker: Do we want people to think - this is what happens when you use a letter ballot, people 
start to think . Not halloting gets you only the opinion of the attendees. 
~: That is what I want. 
\Vim: Lets discuss this in the next meeting with the full membership. 
Bob Bua\ls: The way we handle voting is awkward - anyone who came to this meeting can vote, not 
necessarily people with background. We don't want peQP!~ to impede process if they are not informed. 
Perh~lfls in the subgrours only working group members should be able to vote . 
Vic : Thi s is 802 rules - that anyone can vote in subgroups. 
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l.!m: T Il 0 lhill~ s lO SJ ) . \ I) reels unly lhe. drJ rl SlJIllIarLi shuuld be. bJ ll oleLi; ~ 2) hJS nOl seen ne.w people 
impedin g prog ress. 
Francois: What do we do about two issues lislS with duplicate informalion? 
Dave: I brought up lhis procedure to lry to help lhe MAC group, I never though everyone would adopt it 
before we have a feel for how to make it work . In an ideal world we would not be doing requirements 
specifications and the MAC development at the same time. What we do is we try and do the best we can -
it might make a lot of sense to keep one global issue list for 802.11 because we don't make decision in 
the subgroups anyway. If the MAC group presents an issue, its arguments and the decision as made in the 
subgroup, it is likely the plenary working group will ratify that decision. 
Richard: Keep one list, mark which of the 3 groups has to handle the issue. 
Carolyn Heide: I think that there should be 3 lists. There are a lot of duplicate people in the subgroups, so 
not a lot of duplicate work will get done. When in issue is closed on one list simply close on the other. 
1Qhn: Issues that are on multiple lists must not get solved differently in different groups. 
l1!.Ys<: Decisions only get taken in 802.11 full working group. The functional requirements is an ad-hoc 
group and can decide nothing. We should have started with a blank functional requirements document 
and voted each definition and line in one at a time, instead of trying to get approval on a long list that 
will get di sapproved due to any single item disliked. Now, if we can get the document as stands 
approved, using the issues list to get one thing added at a time is the only way to proceed. 
Wim: When we started the issue list in the MAC group we decided to add anything we thought of - when 
there is clear overlap we could concatenate double issues into whichever list it belongs. 
fuili: If the functional requirements document doesn't get approved next time maybe we will start with a 
blank page, and go down the list issue by issue to determine things that have to stay issues and those that 
can get settled and put into the document. I support watts going on here is a debate as to a procedure 
under which we can all operate. 
Francois: If this group will permit me I make one list and sort it at my own discretion . 
.lQhn: Getting a procedure - within 802.11 full working group we don't have anything which says we must 
produce a functional requirements document. All we have to do is produce a draft standard. We want a 
process we can use to get there, that all of 802.11 understands. First we have to formalize that process. 
~: We have a formal process for dealing with issues - it is almost what I proposed to the MAC group 
this week. I proposed it in a submission of March (or May?) 1991. Rather than just moving that we adopt 
that procedure I modified it to make it less formal - a year ago we were going to use IBIS notation to 
keep track of issues. Then we also decided that issues must remain open between two meeting. 

Motion #1: 

Moved by: 
Seconded by: 

;\ lotion Discussion: 

Thst 89~.1l resffirm its eenllnitment te hllftdlillK iss lies ss sdepted in 
Msreh 1991 (dee 911?) "ith the rell8" in~ ehanges as lI.relld, ad8pted h, 
the MAC sllh~rellpj PUY slIhKrelip IIlld f'unetiellll. retilliremeftts 
sll"~rellp. That 802.11 modify its existing procedure for handling issues by 
adopting the following changes (already adopted by the MAC, PHY and 
Functional Requirements subgroups): 
1. use of the sample issue form in document 92/58Rl instead of IBIS 
notation; 
2. an issue cannot be closed in the meeting at which it was opened. 

Dave Bagby 
Robert Buaas 

Vic: we don't have a quorum (gro~lfiS around the room) 
DQn JQhnson: \Vhat I\-'as lhe VOle approving 91/28 (or whatever the document number of the Qriginal 
procedure was)? 
Dave: I dQn't remember, but it was fairly high. When this was originally adQPled, we thought 2/3 vQte 
was oCCicial and it turns Qut 7590 is official, so we chant aClllally use the 2/3 vQle in the working group. 
Whatever number we use in the subgroup is fine, 802.lt may have tQ use 7590. 
Vic: (looks up the old minules) The original vote was (12, 0, 4). 
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Approved : 18 

Motion #:2 

Moved by: 
Seconded by: 

Motion Disrussion: 

Doc: IEEE P802.11-92/60 

Opposed: 0 Abstain: 0 Motion #1 passes 

That the issue editor will use his good judgment to merge and organize the 
three existing issue lists into one categorized list. 

Wim Diepstraten 
Bob Buaas 

Francois: Not three lists, one categorized, let everyone be clear about that. 
full2: Lets keep in the categorized list who (ie what subgroup) is responsible for which issue. 

Approved: 17 Opposed: 0 Abstain: 0 Motion #2 passes 

lS.2 IEEE 802.11 92/56 Proposal for a Structured IEEES02.11 Document Plan, by John Corey 

The objective of this proposal is to define and name the documents internal to us and give a procedure for 
handling documents prior to producing a standard. Within architecture there are a number of documents 
which can be identified. When the architecture and specs are agreed upon they can be used to write the 
standard. General functional specification could be the name of the architecture. 

The standard can then be broken into components also. 

Page 3 describes that each document should say what it is for and what it should contain. As documents 
develop structure tables of contents should be developed. 

The flow chart on the back describes a document management cycle - it shows how we iterate changes and 
additions to these documents. Each sub-heading for a document is independently approvable. Once a draft 
standard and compliance tests (one document for both perhaps) it then gets approved or not. and if not we 
loop to changing one or more of the individual components again. 

This is to a reference point, a goal. Between now and the next meeting comments to Nathan Silberman 
please. and we can discuss it at the next meeting. We need ratification that this is the process and these are 
the documents. It would also be helpful if document name (or numbers) were fixed so that we could refer 
to them easily. In procedures for resolving our issues we could address the issue resolution to a particular 
document. In fact. as any submission is done. it could reference the document it relates to. so we know 
what. if anything, the submission is trying to accomplish. 

Discussion 
Jim Schuessler: Did you have a model for this? 
1Qhn: No, I made it up. I don't know whether we really need multiple documents or just multiple 
segments. 
lim: FDDI has separate documents, with separate dates etc. What about pulling out the interface 
specification into a separate document. is this necessary? 
lQhn: Any exposed interface may be something that someone builds to, there may be many interfaces too 
- MAC, PHY, DSS, a management system. 
Nathan Silberman : I think eventually it will get into one big document. Part of the purpose is inter-group 
communication. 
Fmncois Simon: The interface is part of the standard, this is consistent with any other standard. 
John : Other secti ons will probably he added - security. LLC interface, and so on. But this is a Slart. 
\Vim : On Ihe management cycle, we don't sec how the functional requirements are managed. 
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J<lhn: rh12l12 should h~l\12 1),;1211 a d12cislOl1 bl uck o( som~ kind art~r th~ t'unctional requir~m~nLs. I don't 
know if the functional requirements get ' frozen' before moving on to the architecture, or whether there is 
a continuous update cycle which goes on throughout ar<::hitecture definition. 
Dave Baii.by: With the issues procedure we can make decisions - decisions feed into these documents. 
The approval cycle is unnecessary. The issue approval does this - if an issue is approved to make a 
change in a document, then the approval on the document itself is a duplicate. 
1Qhn: We may need to finalize each single document segment here. 
~: The issue process is designed so that one person opposition cannot block the whole process. Doing 
this twice could remove the forward drive - we want to make sure that this is not a way to get a second 
chance at killing an issue 
John: This is far beyond the iSSue stage. This is once the issues are done. 
~: Deal with chapters in the standard document, but not as individual documents. 
1Qhn: Rewording these documents should be all that is necessary to change these into chapters of the 
standard. When everyone is satisfied with all the documents here, then we have the body of a draft 
standard. 
Ii..m.: Dave and John are trying to get their terminology straight here ... 
~: Maybe you, John, want to go off-line with Jim and Dave and talk about the terminology here. 
Gary Johnson: Tes~: :-.~cds be imbedded into the development process earlier. There is real danger of 
getting the standard finished, and have the group mostly disperse. leaving a small disinterested group to 
do the job. 
Fran~ois: The formal process is basically when you have the standard written then you do the 
conformance tests. Internally parallel development is no problem, but you chant get tests approved before 
you have a standard . 
.JYim: Could we include the issue cycle in this same document? 
Yi&: good idea, maybe Nathan and John could do that. 

18.3 IEEE 802.11·92/59 High Speed Data Services for CCIR TG 8/1 (FPLMTS), by BiD Stevens 

Monday evening a small group met. This is a background paper that gives an idea of watts been happening. 

When high speed service concept was presented. it was a very volatile issue (WLAN that is). This is new 
speak within 8/1. Where they generally refer to future • public '. there have been proposals to change that to 
'personal'. It would be feasible fC': this method be used for private and public uses simultaneously. The 
bottom line behind trying to do all this is the last line under conclusion - this doesn't mean that any country 
has to allocate that and if so it will be shared to some degree. For a global concept of how can there be a 
globally constant frequency allocation FPLMTS is where this can occur. The reason for putting this paper 
forwarded is to raise consciousness on this. Please get in touch with me to find out what it would take to 
lend a hand here. 

Discussion: 
John CQrey: High speed data - cQr.nectionless service? 
Bill: Yes. The only in the service reference is in the box on page 3. Connection or connection less has not 
been spelled out or denied. The implementation detail is completely missing. This is the work to be 
accomplished in the next year. 
KS Natarayan : This is a subset of the ET band . 
.full: ET is USA only, but this is \'ery close. 
\Vim DicQslnllen: It is fully overlapping ET, not extra . 
.full: WARC says this is what we'd like to see on a global basis, now each country do what can you do. 
John: JJpan has just allocatcd a large IJart of that band to cordless telephone. 
Bill: These allocations arc not envisioned to take effect until 2000, some not until 2015. But in the near 
term this \V ARC'92 action is the only thing in the reasonable frequency range that we can consider. It 
won't happen again atli1is magnitude for a long time. 
Chanc10s R\'pinski: Computer users are neophytes at getting spectrum. We need to get as much weight 
and innuen ce in thi s area as possible. This area is grossly under-represented. 
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.!l!J: .-\11)" Il1l..:r"::>l, flO Illall..:r how 1111110r, i::; appr..:cialcd. Inllucncc is most dkclive if il comes from a 
number of counlries. All of our work lo dale is oUllhe USA. 

19. ~Ieeting closed <It 5 PM on the noise. 
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